BE A GUEST, BUT FEEL LIKE
A LOCAL!

Every moment in Gauja
National Park is saturated
with the presence of
nature. This is not an
ordinary park, this is a
park where, when you go
on adventures exploring
and learning, every
moment becomes a unique
experience.

Imagine yourself in the middle of a green and fragrant
meadow, enjoying the gentle scent of the flowers of the
meadow, and forgetting daily worries! Deeper and deeper, you
sink into your thoughts and are grateful for every wind flow
you feel, for every bird song you hear and for every unique
scent you feel.
We all need to immerse ourselves into nature and enjoy what
nature can provide to recharge energy and rest our body from
our daily worries.
We, who live in the countryside of Latvia, can appreciate the
power and energy of nature. This is why we want to share with
our secrets on how to recover energy in Latvian countryside.
You have this great opportunity to get to know and choose the
offer you like!
We will help you to rest and find peace in Latvia, in the
region of Gauja National Park.
See you soon!
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GUEST HOUSE “BERSAS”
Peace, nature color harmony and the
presence of antiquity spirit is what
make this place special. The nearby
scenic nature objects – Gutmanala,
Turaida Castle, Dainu Hill, Gauja –
provide inspiration for long walks and
philosophical conversations. Guest
house is available for recreation and
events, guest house with a bathhouse,
in summer season – comfortably
equipped, semi-closed summer
shed with a glass gazebo, and a wellequipped ﬁreplace.
24/7 Advisable prior arrangement
Overnight stay – 60–90 EUR
Gathering – 700–1400 EUR
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Krimulda county, Krimulda parish
Latvia, LV2150
t. +371 2867 3293, +371 2910 5566
info@bersas.lv
www.bersas.lv
57.18269884 24.8621769

GUEST HOUSE „ZVIGULI“
You are always welcome here! The
hosts offer rest to all tastes: wonderful
walks in a wild forest along the river to
Gauja, celebration with accommodation
indoors and outdoors, picnic, campsite
and hotel. At partners you can meditate
in Japanese mood, ride horses, drive
quadracycles, or ﬁsh for trout to
prepare for yourself in the evening. Bus
stop –150 m away, buses are travelling
more frequently than once per hour.
Family atmosphere, individual approach.
The hosts will be happy for every guest!
Guest house and camping – all year.
Overnight stay: 15–25 EUR/person
Tent place – 3 Eur tent + 1.50–5 EUR/person
Campers – 10 EUR + 1.50–5 EUR/person
Excursions to Riga or Sigulda – on request
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Krasta Street 60, Gauja,
Incukalna county, LV2141
zviguli@zviguli.lv
www.zviguli.lv
57.125296 24.685132

GUEST HOUSE “JAUNLIDUMNIEKI”

All seasons; 8:00 to 22:00 (June 1 to August 31);
9:00 to 21:00 (May, September).
From October to April – only with prior reservation
For overnight accommodation: 80–150 EUR;
For activities: Boat rental 17 EUR for 24 hours; 10 EUR – 2 h

In the guest house Jaunlidumnieki the
owners have brought together Latvian
bathhouse traditions with recreation in
nature, preserving the personal space
of each guest and the possibility of
unhindered rest and being in harmony
with nature. To allow you to enjoy
the rest next to the water, a terrace is
set up on the river, on which you can
accommodate sunbathing chairs, swim
in the river, or watch the surrounding
landscape. In the holiday house, you’ll
ﬁnd an equipped kitchen and herbal
teas that will complement the rest in the
countryside.
Lidumnieki, Malpils county
t. + 371 2929 5 796
elsanta@inbox.lv
www.jaunlidumnieki.lv
57.029294 24.938432

GUEST HOUSE “BUSELIS”
The guest house “Buselis” invites for
an escape from the crowds of the city
and recreation in nature, going on long
walks and forgetting the city’s continuing
rush. The guest house offers to relax
and celebrate not only with family and
friends, but also with work colleagues,
giving the opportunity to organize a
variety of events. The guest house
has a cozy ﬁreplace room, but outside
it – a vast area for sporting events and
delicious grilling events.

24/7 Advisable prior arrangement
Overnight stay – 20–30 EUR
Rental of the guest house with a celebrations room –
up to 30 persons and 4 double rooms EUR 160
(Additional places – 7 EUR )
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Jaunates 1, Krimulda parish,
Krimulda county
t. +371 26309257
buselis@inbox.lv
57.190175 24.796218
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SUDRABKALNI LIVING ROOM

All year
Workshops – 20–30 EUR
Photo session – 72 EUR/h
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Greenhouse, which is in a beautiful place
and has been named a living room.
The owners have created a little feeling
space between heaven and earth. There
is also a range of creative workshops
available depending on the season.
Newlyweds and wedding anniversaries
have their own program. Photo sessions
are all over the year with the crowns
and decorations made by the hostess
herself. The crowns are made of semiprecious stones and beads. With the help
of the hostess, you can make your own
crown from grandmothers and mothers
beads. This crown will give family power.
„Sudrabkalni“, Koceni, Koceni parish,
Koceni county, LV 4220
t. +371 26640889 Egils Bukšs (LV, ENG)
t. +371 2966349 Judīte Bukša (LV, RU)
judite.buksa.3@gmail.com
57.5251 25.3348

GUEST HOUSE “LAIPAS”
Guest houseLaipas is a hundred years
old log house brought in from Latgale,
which has been built on the bank of the
Loja River, maintaining its authenticity.
Here you’ll enjoy journey through time.
The house has its aura and interior
preserved. Such historic houses do
not have kitchens and facilities, so the
modern kitchen and sanitary assembly
with two toilets, a shower and a terrace,
are located nearby in a lodge. This is
a great house for both recreation and
small celebration. Use it with a historical
black bathhouse or a wood ﬁred
bathhouse nearby.
24/7
Holiday house with wood ﬁred bathhouse – 80 EUR
Breakfast – 5 EUR/person
Smoke bathhouse – 200 EUR
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Laipas, Sējas novads
t. 28355778; 29459358
pirtsmuzejs@inbox.lv
www.pirtsmuzejs.lv
57.1663056 24.6393611

RIGA’S HILL APARTMENTS

June 1 – October 1
Overnight stay – 35–55 EUR
Tastings in the cave: Thursday, Friday, Saturday –18.00.
(Other time on request)
Tasting – EUR 7/person Workshop – EUR 7/person
Tour – EUR 7/person per hour

When you choose to stay in Riga’s Hill
Apartments, you will enjoy the historic
breath of the industrial village of Ligatne,
because this apartment is located in
a historic building. The hostess of the
apartments will kindly introduce you
to Ligatne, where there are more than
300 caves that have been dug into the
sandstone cliffs cliffs long ago by local
residents for winter storage. The guests
can enjoy romantic time in the cave in
candlelight with a variety of tastings of
local jams, pine cone treats and meadow
teas. This adventure will give you an
insight into the peculiarities of the local
population and their original perception
of the world.
Riga Street 1-7, Ligatne, LV 4110
t. +371 29142242 Iveta, t. +371 29819765 Ramona
iveta.aseniece@inbox.lv
57.2305399 25.0397981

AGAVE SUMMER HOME “STALLIS” AND
THE GUEST HOUSE “AGAVE”

“Stallis” – May-October
Guest house “Agave” – all year round
Stable (hostel) – 13 EUR/person
Guest house (whole house with bathhouse) – 390 EUR
Single room – 50 EUR
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In Latvia until the end of the 20th
century, during the summer months rural
residents slept outside the house – in
barns and hay sheds. Agave summer
house “Stallis” offers you to enjoy such
an adventure – staying overnight in
authentic horse stable stalls, feeling
the smells of the flowers and grasses of
the countryside. You’ll be able to enjoy
the comfortable rooms of the guest
house with bathhouse nearby. After the
bathhouse you have the opportunity to
cool down in the adjacent pond. In this
beautiful place everyone can recharge
and enjoy beautiful sunsets and observe
a truly enchanting landscape of nature.
„Vecziguri” Ligatne parish, Ligatne county
t. +371 26407514
info.vecziguri@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/agave.lv/
57.14234 25.10403
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RECREATION COMPLEX AND CAMPING “MARKULICI“
Breathtaking recreation for adults and
children who want to demonstrate
their courage and determination! In
closed and open-type shooting ranges
of Markulici you can try ﬁrearms of
different caliber, shooting with a bow,
acquire skills with a knowledgeable
instructor. There are sports grounds
surrounded by the cozy bend of the
Brasla River, boats are waiting for their
drivers for family outings. There are also
overnight stay facilities.

Every day, all year
For classes in shooting please apply in advance.
Overnight stay in tents – 3 EUR
Overnight stay in double room – 20 EUR
Cost of 10 shots – from 3 to 20 euros, depending on the caliber
of the ﬁrearm
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“Avaidi”, Straupe parish,
Pargauja county, LV4152
t. +37129464946
markulici@markulici.lv
www.markulici.lv
57.300889; 24.909182

CANOE CAMPING
Anyone who wants to enjoy the magic
of Latvia’s longest river Gauja and to
cross this river with the only crossings
in the Baltics, which brings you and your
car across the river with the power of the
river, is welcome to the Canoe campsite
in Ligatne. Next to the campsite is the
National Fishing Trade Museum, where
you can take a look at interesting ﬁshing
gear.
The campsite can accommodate tents,
campers and caravans. Some beds are
also available.
Parking – 3EUR
Showers, Toilets
Electricity connection – 3 EUR (connection)
Picnic areas (8 am–8 pm) – 1–2 EUR
Campers – 6–10 EUR
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Gaujas street 38, Ligatne, Ligatne county
t. +371 29244948
karina@makars.lv
www.makars.lv

CAMPING “APALKALNS”
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Camping ‘’Apalkalns’’ invites you to stop
for a moment from everyday hustle and
bustle and to soothe your soul enjoying
sunlit mornings, mysterious evenings,
listening to the bird trills on the quiet
and tranquil shore of Lake Raiskums.
“Apalkalns” attracts with spaciousness,
fresh air, and breathtaking landscape,
trails to go for walks or rides on a bicycle,
a lake to swim, ﬁsh or take a boat ride in.
As well as with canoe trips along Latvia’s
most beautiful river – Gauja.

From April 15 to October 1
Overnight stay – from 8 EUR to 30 EUR per person
Rental of boats, bicycles and catamarans – 3 EUR/hour or
12 EUR/all day
SUP rental – 10 EUR/ﬁrst hour, 5 EUR next hours

„Apalkalns”, Raiskuma parish,
Pargauja county, LV-4146
t. +371 29448188
apalkalns@inbox.lv
www.apalkalns.lv
57.318333 25.148056

CAMPSITE “JAUNARAJI”
At a campsite adorned with bushy trees
on the shore of Gauja you can rest and
watch the inspiring flow of Gauja and
the energy infused landscapes of
its surroundings in all four glorious
seasons. In the surroundings you can
enjoy a variety of activities – boating,
riding a bicycle, walking, overcoming
barriers in amusement places and skiing
in the nearby “Fear track” in winter.
The campsite also has its own beach
with a well-equipped boat dock and a
ﬁreplace. We welcome lovers of peaceful
recreation, as well as guests who want
to relax in nature actively.
We are open all year, checking in from 15:00,
check out until 12:00
Overnight stay: camping house – 80 EUR
Tent place 5 EUR/person, Bathhouse 80 EUR;
Tub – 30 EUR, Obstacle course – 5 EUR

“Jaunaraji”, Brenguli parish, Beverina county, LV-4245
+37129121702
jaunaraji@gmail.com
www.jaunaraji.lv
57.547049, 25.489861
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BEVERINA WOODEN SCULPTURE PARK AND
LABYRINTHS (V-X)

Working hours from 10.00 – 20.00
Seasonality: May 1 to November 1
Adults 6 EUR
Children, students 4 EUR
For groups over 10 persons – discounts.
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„Beverina’s Labyrinths“ – a place of rest
in the countryside where hearty laughter
is heard and people’s eyes sparkle
in joy. Place for active and passive
recreation in nature. There are 370
wooden ﬁgures to be seen in the area of
2,5 ha. There are 60 big-format open-air
games, amusements and puzzles for
adults and children. 6 different labyrinths.
For adults – a one-way 630 m long
erotic labyrinth. Labyrinth of flowers,
labyrinth of branches with a huge nest in
the center. “A labyrinth of horror” in the ﬁr
forest. For the youngest – labyrinths in
black currants and tree cavities.
„Araji“, Brenguli parish, Beverina county, LV-4245
t. +37 120 383 303
atputa_cempos@inbox.lv
www.beverinaslabirinti.lv
57.4977441 25.5501576

MUSEUM OF BATTLES OF MORE

From May to October – 10.00 – 16.00
November – April and at other times – after prior request
Exhibition visit:
Adults – 5 EUR, Children aged 5 and over and
schoolchildren – 3 EUR
For families with 3 and more children, 30% discount
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In the Museum of Battles of More you
have the opportunity to get acquainted
with the culture of military heritage. The
museum is created by an enthusiastic
family who will be happy to introduce
everyone with the military history
exhibitions of World War 1 and 2 and the
Red Army tank T-34 and other military
equipment. On the top floor of the
museum, you will get acquainted with the
tools of the 19/20th century. In the area
of the museum, you are welcome to use
sheds with tables and garden ﬁreplace,
as well as children have opportunities for
active recreation and relaxation in nature
next to a landscaped pond.
«Kalna Kaneni», More parish, Sigulda county
t. + 371 29446115
info@moresmuzejs.lv
www.moresmuzejs.lv
57.0794444 25.0616667

CECILI NATURE TRAIL

Working hours in autumn/winter:
1–5 – 10:00–16:00, 6 – 10:00–22:00, 7 – 10:00-16:00
Working hours in spring/summer season:
1–5 – 9:00–17:00, 6 – 10:00–18:00
Catering (soup) – 3 EUR per person
Walking trails – 1.50–2 EUR
Bathhouse in the forest – 40 EUR (up to 8 persons)
Walk with a guide – 50–60 EUR for a group
Workshops/master classes – 5–25 EUR

Nature Trail – a forest of fairy tales that
improves and develops. The trail’s hosts
along with visitors catch and capture
moments, accumulate kilometers and
work together in creative activities,
since visitors are an integral part of the
adventure.
Cecili Nature Trail is a place where
nature beauty, vitality and adventure
are present at the same time, and this
is exactly what natural trail hosts offer
to their visitors – the opportunity to
discover the greatness of nature through
creative activities and hiking.
Don’t sit at home; let’s go out in nature
together!
Kumadas Street 2, Ieriki, Drabesi parish,
Amata county, LV-4139
t. +371 29477700 (Kristaps), +371 26457649 (Ivita)
cecilutaka@gmail.com
www. cecilutaka.lv
57.2091 25.1705

BARREL MUSEUM AND
GUEST HOUSE “MADARAS”

All year
Guided tour – 3–9 EUR
Overnight stay – 25–35 EUR
Lux room – 80 EUR
Breakfast – 4 EUR
Bathhouse – 25 EUR
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For centuries barrels have been applied
to the creation and storage of various
drinks, as well as to the pickling of
cabbage and cucumbers. Barrel
museum’s masters skillfully make
sturdy oak barrels, using the many
secrets and the ins and outs inherited
for generations. In the museum you will
be able to explore the whole exciting
barrel making process, and you will
also be able to take an active part in this!
Nearby is the guest house “Madaras”,
which offers an opportunity to spend the
night or celebrate, enjoying nature in a
beautiful place.
“Madaras”, Vaidava parish, Koceni county,
Latvia, LV-4227
t. +371 29268692
janis@muca.lv
www.muca.lv
57.4325496 25.2023256
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BATHHOUSE MUSEUM

24/7
In winter visits are by prior arrangement
Museum visit – 2 EUR
Guide narrative – 10 EUR
Smoke bathhouse (new) – 150 EUR/10 people
Smoke bathhouse (historical) – 200 EUR/10 people
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The Bathhouse Museum is a location
for informational and active rest. Listen
to the narrative of a knowledgeable
guide, or enjoy the unique values of the
bathhouse by allowing an adventure
under the supervision of the bathhouse
attendant. Smoke (black) bathhouse is
the oldest bathhouse used by Latvians
in ancient history. It’s a wooden log
building without a chimney. Because of
the smoke, it can be seen from a distance
that the bathhouse is being used. The
museum’s exhibition consists of one
newly built black and six historical smoke
bathhouses.
Bathhouse Museum, Seja county
t. 28355778; 29459358
pirtsmuzejs@inbox.lv
www.pirtsmuzejs.lv
57.1632 24.6216

ZIEDLEJU BATHHOUSE

All year, with prior reservation
Small bathhouse treatment (1 bathhouse attendant) –
150–250 EUR
Grand bathhouse treatment (2 bathhouse attendants) –
250–450 EUR
Bathhouse day for friends group of 4-6 persons – 300 EUR
Bicycle rental –15.00 EUR/day
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Bathhouse hosts offer bathhouse
treatments in a contemporary design
Glass bathhouse and pristine infused
Grey spruce smoke bathhouse. The ritual
bathhouse treatment is managed by the
master – each bathhouse lover for 4–5
hours receives the master’s attention
and thoughtful pampering – heating,
herbal compresses, plant scrub, the
big whipping, swimming in the pond,
massage with medical oil and honey,
vibrating with sound, tea and homebaked bread. To enjoy the nature of
Gauja National Park, here you can rent
high-quality Cannondale bikes.
Ziedlejas, Krimulda county
info@ziedlejas.lv
+37126105993
www.ziedlejas.lv/pirts
57.1428 24.7819

ELKA HILL FARM
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The farm is located in one of the highest
hills of Region of Latvia Vidzeme - Elka
hill. Here you can enjoy the pristine
landscape of Latvia. Fabulous sunsets
are possible to watch from the terrace
with a wide view. It will be a pleasure to
bath in the hot tub with herbal teas.
Hostess will prepare food on live ﬁre
outdoor hearth. Everything needed
for the meal is taken straight from the
garden. You have the opportunity to
make your tea mixture, jam, aromatic
soap or perfume under the direction of
the hostess.
Season May 15th – September 15th
Overnight stay – on the terrace 40 EUR/4 people
Campsite house – 1–5 EUR/2 persons

Males-3, Elkas hill, Skujene parish, Amata county
t. +371 29475811
elkaskalns@gmail.com
www.amata.lv/elkas-kalna-gardumi
57.0838 25.5916

STRAUPE COUNTRY GOODS MARKET IN
HORSE POST
If you are a lover of healthy and delicious
local food, be sure to ﬁnd the opportunity
to leisurely shop and enjoy a meal in
the only market for farmers and small
producers in the Baltic States, which, by
fulﬁlling the quality criteria of the Slow
Food International Fund, has become
part of the prestigious world Slow Food
Markets Alliance. The market happens
on the 1st and 3rd Sunday of every
month. The home of the market is the
historic Straupe Horse post complex,
which enchants by its cozy atmosphere
and surprises with the original 19th
century stone paving.
1st and 3rd Sunday of every month (except the ﬁrst Sunday of
January).
Parking and entrance – free of charge.

“Vecpasts”, Straupe parish, Pargauja county, LV4152
t. +371 29464946
info@straupestirdzins
www.straupestirdzins.lv
57.3237 24.9221
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RAISKUMA LABUMU DARĪTAVA (BREWERY)
In Raiskums, near the lake, in the
building of the former manor’s barn,
beer is brewed, sourdough is baked
and meat is smoked after ancient
recipes. The true taste is given by a
wood-ﬁred beer brewing pot and an
ancient bread oven. The visit will allow
you to explore the subtleties of beer
and bread making in a fascinating
narrative, as well as to enjoy the
nuances of taste in a rich tasting.

,,Ruki 1’’, Raiskums, Pargauja county, LV-4146

With prior arrangement without time limit.
Tour – tasting: EUR 7 per person, EUR 5 for pensioners,
free for children up to 12 years.
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t. +371 20370370
raiskumietis@raiskumietis.lv

LIGATNE WINERY
Ligatne Winery is a family business. The
wines are prepared from berries, fruit,
plants and flowers grown in the local
area. You will feel the taste of Latvian
pines by tasting the pine cone jam. The
hosts will gladly treat you with their own
gathered teas. Ligatne wine cellar is
located in a cave created in a cliff, where
local wines, liqueurs, dried fruit, jams
and non-alcoholic juices can be tasted
in candlelight and romantic atmosphere.
Enjoy the taste of Latvian berries and
fruit in a sandstone cliff cave!

Open every day all year from 10:00-18:00. Shop – Monday –
Friday 10:00–16:00
Arrived at a different time? Call us and we will ﬁgure it out.
Tasting: Adults – 10 EUR, Children under 18 – 5 EUR
In ENG & DE languages +30 EUR
Lunch with wine tasting groups – 15 EUR/person
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Springu Street 3, Ligatne
t. +371 26521467
ligatnesvinadaritava@gmail.com
www.ligatnesvinadaritava.lv
57.233142 25.041899 – degustācijas alā

FARM “IEVINAS”
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Farm “Ievinas” is a biological farm. The
hosts are practicing real Latvian rural life
by breeding sheep, cows and growing
potatoes. Here you can learn to make
cheeses - traditional Latvian cheeses,
mozzarella, soft cheeses, cheese balls,
processed cheese. Of course, all of this
can be tasted. In the spring, summer
and autumn visit and take a look at the
livestock farm, feed the lambs with milk,
learn about the everyday of the biological
farm.

May – September – A tour to the biological livestock farm
October – April – Cheese making workshops
Tour – 4–8 EUR
Cheese making masterclass – 15–30 EUR

“Ievinas”, Marsnenu parish, Priekuli county, LV -4129
t. +371 28692525
ievinlauki@gmail.com
57.412324 25.523965

FARM “INDRĀNI”
“Indrani” offers not only to refresh in a
country bathhouse, lake, meadow and
forest, but also to taste the most unusual
rural goods and treats produced on
the farm, ornaments and crafts, such
as linden, beer or rye-bread marmalade,
heather or chamomile syrup, rowan tree
jam and maple flowers tea. Both the
hilly Vidzeme landscape and the antique
collection are delight to eyes. Wade in
the dandelion meadows in the spring,
celebrate midsummer in the summer,
smell the scent of the earth in the
autumn and in the winter – wear skates
and let’s go – into the white snow-drifts!
Unlimited working hours, subject to prior arrangement.
Holiday house – 60 EUR (price includes bathhouse.
Number of persons 1–5)
Farm tour – 40–60 EUR.

“Indrani”, Skujene parish, Amata county LV-4143
t. +37129455715, +37129115126
zsindrani@inbox.lv
www.zsindrani.lv
57.0907683 25.4967399
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FARM “GUSTS APINIS”
Non-traditional products are grown,
experimented and produced from seed
to ﬁnal products. In autumn the ﬁelds
turn bright in colors, when quinoa,
amaranth or fragrant and nectar-ﬁlled
buckwheat ﬁelds bloom. The hostess
is preparing buckwheat and amaranth
pasta and, like an Italian mom, will sit
you down at the family table. You will
be able to take part in pasta preparation
master classes, in joint lunch and in the
tasting of other farm products, as well
as in a picnic in a hunting tower with the
watching of wild animals.
Season from May 15 to September 15.
The prices of master classes depend on the number of
participants and the number of activities.
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„Cimbuli“, Skujene parish, Amata county LV4143
t. +371 29208644
signe.slosberga@gmail.com
www.gustsapinis.lv
57.0199979 25.429092

FARM “LEJASLIVES”
Lejaslives is a family farm, which has
bees in asparagus and honey in hives.
You have the opportunity to taste, smell,
hear and feel how the air buzzes and
vibrates in our apiary! The host’s calling
is Latvia’s ﬁelds, meadows, forests
and You can enjoy their generosity and
grandeur as well, so in May and June
come to explore how asparagus grows,
but from May to September you are
welcome to see where the bees live, to
ﬁnd out how far they fly, to look at inner
workings of a hive, to make a frame and
taste the sweet honey on your tongue.
It is possible to visit the farm throughout the year, but with active
engagement from May to September. Every day 9.00–18.00
With prior arrangement. 3 EUR per person
Tours are conducted in EN, ENG, DEU, RU languages.
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“Lejaslives”, Krimulda parish, Krimulda county
t. +371 26547371 (Lelde), +371 26564437 (Atis)
info@lejaslives.lv
www.lejaslives.lv
57.1966667 24.7493611

HEALTH LABORATORY
A place where traditions intertwine with
world experience to offer for the arriving
and thirsty not only the highest quality
product, but to take Your taste buds on
a journey through the summers and
autumns of Gauja Park, ﬁlling your soul
with the flavors and colors of countless
Latvian berries! This is an alcoholic
beverage factory, which celebrates the
customs of the Latvian celebrations,
the folk medicine and the knowledge
inherited, collected and still improved.

All year, by prior arrangement.
For groups: 30–50 EUR;
Participation in the tasting of drinks – 3 EUR/person

Kalna Street 5, Livi, Drabesi parish, Amata county
t. +371 29499567, +371 26567007
info@veselibaslaboratorija.lv
www.veselibaslaboratorija.lv
57.2836707 25.2516479

Overnight stay

Enjoying nature

Picnic site

Activities for family/
photo session

Walks

Farm visitation

Camping

Winter leisure

Boat rental

Workshops

Camp site

Transport

Bicycle rental

Bathhouse

Catering/tastings
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All that is left to do is breathe in
the mist of the morning, touch
the moist linden trunk and to
loose oneself in the branched
paths of legends, where the bent
grass is vibrating with life, souls
dwell in the gusts of wind and
boulders bloom in ravines..

Are you interested in enjoying the
peace and everyday life of Latvia’s
countryside?
We will help you to ﬁnd the best route
for you: info@entergauja.com
https://www.facebook.com/EnterGauja/
https://www.instagram.com/entergauja/

+371 28658900

Atbalsta Zemkopības ministrija un Lauku atbalsta dienests

